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Isn’t it amazing how a new trail opens up whole bits of Cambridgeshire that you’ve 
never seen, or at least connects it to bits you have seen.  Todays run was sadly set 

by an athlete, but fortunately his experienced hasher chromosome 
won the day so we didn’t do his daily 10 mile run, just the pretty 
bits.  

It all started in a bit of Milton that only a local would know about – 
probably because the hare used to make beer nearby. ( it must be 
nice to have your own patron saint ) We met up in a surgery 

parking lot, which was mercifully empty, save for the odd wandering hasher 
bumping into trees, and one terrified dog walker.  

We set off, rapidly entering the world of Milton Country Park. Grandly named, but 
was probably once the fagbutt end of the A14 development. Clearly it was simple 
to divert all the drains to the existing bog, plant trees and call it somehow natural. 
It now has tracks everywhere, a small lake, or giant pond, lots of dog walkers, and 
odd single people( or two) standing utterly still in darkened shrubbery.   

The current virus situation has meant that quite a few of the chattering public 
were also wandering around with offspring in tow, pasty white and overweight, 
debating amongst themselves what all the green stuff was. The trail was very well 
laid all through it, with sawdust in abundance, sometimes too much, as we 
discovered Wimp and Taxi No-Noing half way around it.  

The run was brisk, 
even when stopping 
to admire the lake 
vista.  Those with 
length of leg didn’t do 
too badly. 

 

 

 

On On ing across 
fields, and across 
back gardens, we 



espied poppies everywhere, ancient still relics frozen on their sun patios, and then 
blundered into a wonder of Victorian engineering – Bates Bight Lock.  

Further wonders awaited, as there sat  (sob) all unloved, was a half cask of beer.   

 

Being cup/glass/grail/panikin – 
less,  I steeled myself to Take a Knee 
for all the right reasons, and 
attempt an act resembling that 
which technically has no name, 
because the participants mouth is 
always full.  Fortunately I was saved 
from myself by the hares fair 
assistant, offering a coffee cup of 
murky origin.  Other hashers 
appeared, some with their own 
cups, all assailed the beer with 
enthusiasm.   

The sausage rolls were fabulous! 

One hasher almost didn’t make it, 
our resident leprechaun was seen 
doggedly heading across a field in 
the wrong direction, and had to be 
enticed back by a bevvy of hashers 
waving beer glasses at him. 

Strangely, he took some convincing.  Perhaps we were a mirage? 



For those with the lung capacity, an extra run loop awaited..  I confess that I didn’t 
run it as fast as some, but I did come back with pockets fill of poppy seeds.    

The run went ON over the lock, and down a long track towards Horningsea. This 
aroused some dread, as it meant another 5 miles of run to the next bridge . but 
then – a turnback. The bastud, the infamy, this was a Jungle rules run!  We couldn’t 
just do a Cummings because we feel like it!   

I voiced this opinion in high dudgeon, but was pelted with poppies and left to curse 
the injustice of it alone– and seek solace of the beerstop again.   

The run did carry on tough, on to the A14 embankment, and then back down the 
Cam to the finish.  What a glorious day. 
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